SYNTHESIS ERROR COMPENSATED MULTIVIEW VIDEO PLUS DEPTH FOR REPRESENTATION OF MULTIVIEW VIDEO
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ABSTRACT

SECOND-MVD (Synthesis Error Compensated Multiview Video plus Depth) is an alternative 3D format that we introduce for representation of multiview video. In this data format, images at some viewpoint remain original, and the others are converted to a novel format. Residual based representation, such as layered depth video and free-viewpoint TV data unit were proposed. We propose hybrid image that not only consists of residual but also remainder pixels. Generation and reconstruction process of a hybrid image uses virtual image synthesized by the images that remained original in SECOND-MVD. In this paper, we investigate the compression performance of SECOND-MVD using hybrid image. Experiments demonstrate reduction in bit rate using hybrid image against residual image in SECOND-MVD framework.

Index Terms—Synthesis error, multiview video plus depth, remainder, residual, 3D format

1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, 3D video attracted many attentions and applications such as 3DTV \cite{16,17} and FTV (Free-viewpoint TV) \cite{18,19}. These new mediums introduce different 3D depth impression. Current 3D display can only provide very narrow view angle at a moment. However, SMV (Super Multiview Video) displays, with wide motion parallax are emerging widely, anticipated as the next generation of auto-stereoscopic display. Several displays are currently being developed, such as 3DTV by MERL\cite{2}, REI (Ray Emergent Imaging) by NICT \cite{3}, Holovizio by Holographica \cite{4}, SMV256 by Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology \cite{5}, Light Field 3D Display by Samsung\cite{6}, IP (Integral Photography) by NHK \cite{7} and 3D VIVANT\cite{8}. Projection type IP by Seoul National University display \cite{9}, 360 degree LFD by USC \cite{10}, Seeleinder by Nagoya University and The University of Tokyo \cite{11}, Holo Table by Holy Mine \cite{12}, iVisiOn by NICT \cite{13}, Walk-through by KDDI\cite{14}, etc. Fig. 1 shows REI \cite{3} system and snapshots of the displayed images. Since these super multiview 3D displays require a huge number of multiview images in realtime, a new coding standard is essential to realize their services and products in the market \cite{15}. In 105\textsuperscript{th} ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 MPEG (Motion Picture Expert Group) meeting a new AHG (Ad Hoc Group) on FTV was established \cite{1} to address these new use cases, and their coding standard. Previously, MVV (Multi-View Video) coding has been investigated by MPEG since 2004. MVC (Multiview Video Coding) \cite{20,21} was standardized in 2007 and has been commercialized since 2009 for stereoscopic displays. MVC exploits time domain motion compensation in H.264/MPEG-AVC (Advanced Video Coding) \cite{22} for interview prediction. Later, for autostereoscopic displays, MPEG defined Multiview Video plus Depth (MVD) and targeted the standardization of 3DV (3D-Video) coding, which is adopted in 2008. MPEG is currently working on compression standard of MVD. MVD requires less number of data for transmission, and capturing devices.

MVD can be initial candidate data format for SMV contents \cite{2-13}; however the data size for compression is still huge. Alternative formats such as LDI (Layered Depth Image) \cite{23}, LDV (Layered Depth Video) \cite{24} and (FDU) (FTV data unit) \cite{25} were also proposed based on MVD. They consist of residual values, where one or more views remain as original the rest are generated from the difference between the synthesized warped original view and neighbor views. The warped images are generated by using depth map, i.e. DIBR (Depth Image Based Rendering) method \cite{26,34}. Depth maps are mainly generated by using graph-cut energy minimization \cite{32,33}. Depth maps representations also can be considered \cite{27,28}. Methods in \cite{27,28} generate two types of global depth maps with two different approaches. In both, the global depth map represents two or more depth maps in a single depth map. The global view in \cite{27,28} are the residual based data format. However, compression of the data formats based on residual has loss of synthesis error, in area with small residual values. Therefore a better compensation method than only using residual is needed.
To address this problem, we propose SECOND-MVD as an alternative data format for SMV. In this format, images at some viewpoint remain as original, and the others are converted to a novel format, namely hybrid image. Hybrid image [29] not only consists of residual but also remainder [30] pixels. We investigate the compression performance of SECOND-MVD using hybrid image, against using residual in SECOND-MVD framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the SECOND-MVD as a new 3D format, its generation and reconstruction methods. Experimental results are shown in section 3. We conclude the paper in section 4.

2. SECOND-MVD

SECOND-MVD consists of original and converted images. Converted images are generated and reconstructed using the neighbor images, i.e. left and right side reference views that are remained unchanged (VL/DL and VR/DR). The target image (VT) is converted to a new format image, i.e. hybrid image. In SECOND-MVD, the depth maps remain unchanged. Fig. 2 shows MVD and SECOND-MVD.

2.1. Data conversion

The steps toward generating a hybrid image are shown in following subsections. Fig. 3 shows that before data conversion, the reference views are encoded/decoded so that the coding error can also be compensated by the hybrid image. Fig. 4 shows example of hybrid, residual, remainder, estimated error mask images at the location of the hybrid image, and the original image.

We propose hybrid image that consist of both residual and remainder pixels. To decide areas corresponding to residual or remainder a mask shall be identically estimated at both, data conversion inverse conversion steps.

2.1.1. View synthesis

Intermediate virtual view VT(virtual) at VT location is synthesized using reference views, VL/DL and VR/DR. The view synthesis is 3D warping [31][26][34] with depth maps.

2.1.2. Residual image

Residual image, VT(residual), is the subtraction of a virtually generated and the original target images. It may follow by 1-bit reduction in bit-plane.
2.1.3. Remainder image

Symbol \( (M) \) is the remainder of division of dividend \( (I) \) by divisor \( (D) \), i.e. \( I = qD + M \), \( q \geq 0 \), \( D > 0 \), and \( q \) is the quotient. Remainder image, \( VT(remainder) \), is the output of modulo operation \( “M = VT \mod D” \) on each pixel value of target image, given a divisor \( (D) \) [30] value. \( D \) is chosen from a look up table (LUT), given a gradient value of the same location. Gradient values are pixel values in gradient-like image, \( VT(gradient) \) that is generated from the synthesized virtual image at the target view location. Gradient-like image is generated by applying (i) Gaussian filter; (ii) Canny edge detector; (iii) Series of morphological operations consist of dilation-erosion-erosion-dilation, and again (iv) Gaussian filter, on \( VT(virtual) \).

2.1.4. Estimation of synthesis error mask

Error mask is required to distinguish corresponding areas in hybrid image as residual or remainder. It is important that the error mask is estimated by only reference views, i.e. \( VL/DL \) and \( VR/DR \) to be independent of using original image of \( VT \). By estimating the error mask, we can make sure that the same error mask can be re-estimated at reconstruction of a hybrid image. Fig. 5 summarizes the processes for estimation of synthesis error mask. Note that the procedure is not simply thresholding the residual image.

2.1.5. Hybrid image generation

Due to loss of synthesis error with small value in residual image, they are replaced with remainder to generate the hybrid images as follows. Therefore, given the estimated error mask, the areas without mask are the area with low error value, so the hybrid image in these areas is inherited from remainder values. The areas with mask correspond to high synthesized error; therefore they are filled by residual values in the hybrid image.

2.2. Inverse of data conversion

The algorithm for inverse data conversion performs view synthesis and estimation of synthesis error mask as in 2.1.4. Using the estimated error mask, we distinguish the areas corresponding to remainder and residual areas. Finally, the inverse of generation processes for residual and remainder parts [29][30] are performed, respectively.

Reconstruction of the residual parts is the summation of residual and \( VT(virtual) \). To reconstruct the remainder parts, an inverse modulo operation [30] is performed as follows. At first \( VT(gradient) \) is generated. Then, the reconstruction candidates \( “C(q)” \) for remainder \( “M” \) are listed as \( “C(q) = gxD + M \leq N” \) where \( g \in \{0,1,2,...,N\} \). For each pixel in the remainder image with value \( “M” \), the inverse operation finds a \( “C(q)” \) in the list that has the minimum difference with the same pixel location in the \( VT(virtual) \). \( N \) is the maximum intensity value in an image.

![Fig. 5 Procedure to estimate synthesis error mask, which is identical at encoder and decoder sides.](Image)

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

To evaluate our framework, we conducted the compression experiments. Results show the improvement in coding efficiency of SECOND-MVD. Parameters for hybrid image generation/reconstruction are set through a course of pre-experiments to maximize the performance. The compression ratio is adjusted by varying the QP.

For compression evaluation five test sequences are used. Two of them were generated for SMV displays, “Sphere” and “Blue-car”, and three are from MPEG test sequences, “Balloons (1024x768, 30fps), “Kendo (1024x768, 30fps)” and “Champagne tower (1280x960, 30fps)”. For MPEG sequences 5 views are used with 5cm baseline, and depth maps are available at \( 1^{st} \), \( 2^{nd} \) and \( 5^{th} \) views, i.e. 10cm baseline. The computer generated test sequences contain 177 views, 1920x1080, single frame. A 45 downsized set of views (960x540) out of 177 views are selected with 4-baseline distance (4x2.28cm=9.12cm). Given the downsized set, depth maps for all 45 views are estimated [32][33]. Therefore, the input data is MVD, 45view+45depth.

PSNR in the graphs is the average of decoded and synthesized PSNRs. One synthesized image is generated in the middle of each pair of input images. Therefore, for MPEG sequences, we have (3 decoded + 2 synthesized), and for the SMV sequences (45 decoded + 44 synthesized). Bit rates are total bit rate for compressed data.

For all sequences we performed following experiments. Fig 6 shows RD results for computer generated test sequences “Sphere” and “Blue-car”. In this experiment, color and depth QPs of reference views are c46d48, c40d46, c35d40, c25d35, while QP for converted image is constant, QP=36. MVC codec is used, with IPPP coding configuration, and GOP size of 12. Reference views are one set, and hybrid views are another set that are coded separately.
Fig. 6 Compression performance: Average PSNR vs. total bit rate of views and/or depth. RD curve for MVD, SECOND-MVD-Residual and SECOND-MVD-Hybrid encoded/decoded by MVC. QP for converted views is 36, QPs for color/depth for MVD and unconverted view in SECOND-MVD are variable, c46d48, c40d46, c35d40, c25d35. (left) Sphere; (right) Blue car.

Fig. 7 Compression performance: Average PSNR vs. total bit rate of views and/or depth. RD curve for MVD, SECOND-MVD-Residual and SECOND-MVD-Hybrid encoded/decoded by MVC. QP for converted views is 36, QPs for color/depth for MVD and unconverted view in SECOND-MVD are variable. (left) Kendo, c48d48, c40d48, c36d42, c32d38; (right) Champagne tower, c48d50, c40d38, c36d34, c33d30.

Fig. 8 Compression performance: Average PSNR vs. total bit rate of color and/or depth. RD curve for MVV, SECOND-MVD-Residual and SECOND-MVD-Hybrid encoded/decoded by MVC. QP for converted views is 36, QPs for color/depth of MVV and unconverted view in SECOND-MVD are variable, c48d48, c40d48, c36d42, c28d38; (right) QPs for color/depth is c36d42, QP for converted view is variable, 24, 30, 36, 44.

QP combinations for “Balloons” and “Kendo” are c48d48, c40d48, c36d42, c32d38. QP combinations for “Champagne tower” are c48d50, c40d38, c36d34, c33d30. For converted images QP is 36. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8(left) show the compression performance for “Kendo”, “Champagne tower” and “Balloons”. For these test sequences, MVC codec was used for compression of 48 frames, with Hierarchical prediction in time and view, GOP (Group of Picture) size 12.

Fig 6, Fig 7, and Fig. 8(left) show 10%~20% saving in bit rate, at about 35dB PSNR, using SECOND-MVD-hybrid, against MVV. At the same PSNR, SECOND-MVD using hybrid image has maximum 5% reduction of bit rate in comparison with SECOND-MVD using residual image only.

In Fig 8(right), we show different RD evaluation result, where the color/depth QPs are constant (c36d42) for reference view, and the QP for converted images varies, i.e. 24, 30, 36, 44. Fig 8(right) shows comparison of SECOND-MVD with the hybrid and residual images, when color and depth QPs are constant and QP for compression of converted image is varied. Such a test can be used to find a suitable bit rate for converted images in SECOND-MVD. In this case, QP=36 gives nearly the highest improvement in PSNR for a lowest possible bit rate.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced SECOND-MVD data format for multiview video representation. It has potential application in transmission of large number of views for super multiview displays. The new data format compensates the synthesis error at the viewpoint where the image is converted to the new format. In this scenario, we introduced the hybrid representation as a novel data format for multiview video. A hybrid image consists of residual and remainder values, while the state-of-arts use either residual or remainder. After compression, the residual values recovers the large synthesis error, whereas the remainder the small synthesis error. Experiments show better reconstruction quality by SECOND-MVD using hybrid image, than only using residual or remainder images. Furthermore, compression performance verified effectiveness of using hybrid image in SECOND-MVD by reducing bit rate against SECOND-MVD using residual image.

Optimizing the parameters and coding configuration leads to a better coding efficiency that is our future step.
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